SAP Fiori Rapid Activation
Quick guide to activate SAP Fiori
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DOCUMENT HISTORY

The following table provides an overview of the most important document changes
Table 1
Version
1.0
1.1

Date
August 11, 2020
August 13, 2020

Description
Initial Version – J. Javier Baltazar
Added Enterprise Search Reset procedure for
Sandbox systems
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INTRODUCTION
By executing the steps described in this document you will be able to understand the main procedures required
to select and activate Fiori Applications in your implementation project.
Note that the steps described in this document refer only to the technical activation steps, additional functional
activation steps may be needed depending on the application scope. The required functional steps are described
in the Fiori Apps Library.
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VALIDATE AUTHORIZATION CHECKS

In this step you will review note implementation and authority checks, the source of all these
requirements is note 2834415
Steps / Comments
1.

In transaction SU25, make sure the
“Initial Fill of Customer Tables” has
been executed.

2.

As mentioned in note 2834415 it is
recommended to have this task run in the
system at least twice. If this process has
already been run, navigate to the path
shown in the image to run this task.

Screenshot
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Steps / Comments
3.

Use the default values and execute the
transaction.

4.

Press Continue once application help
dialog is displayed.

5.

Upon completion update log will be
displayed.

Screenshot
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SETUP ADAPTATION TRANSPORT ORGANIZER

In this step you will configure Adaptation Transport Organizer so end users can make use of the Key
User Extensibility options in S/4HANA.
You can find additional information in the following link:
https://help.sap.com/doc/saphelp_nw751abap/7.51.0/enUS/e0/feb8ac8c9c43b6a318f76ddc56bd3a/frameset.htm
Steps / Comments
1.

Log in to the system and execute
transaction S_ATO_SETUP. The
screen will be shown as in the
image

2.

Select the option “Setup with
default data”. Once this is
finished the status of ATO should
appear in “green” and default
configuration data will be
displayed.

Screenshot
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EMBEDDED ANALYTICS SETUP

In this step you will execute and review the Embedded Analytics configuration by following the steps
described in notes 2303900, 2289865 and 2636754
Steps / Comments
1.

Login to your system and check logical
system assignment to your current
working client in transactions BD54 and
SCC4

2.

In transaction SNOTE download and
implement the following SAP note in the
proposed order

3.

In transaction STC01 execute a new
run for task list:

Screenshot

•
•

2843830 (perform pre-implementation steps)
2866227 (download additional notes and run program from
note 2704713)

SAP_BW_SETUP_INITIAL_S4HANA

4.

For task BW Tasklist: Check
Prerequisites, click on the user icon
and confirm the prerequisites.
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Steps / Comments
5.

In task Set/Check BW client enter
the client number for which
Embedded Analytics will be
activated

6.

Start task list in background mode

Screenshot
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Steps / Comments
7.

Wait for Task List run to conclude

8.

Check for the defined BW client by
running verifying the content of table
RSADMINA, field BWMANDT

9.

In transaction RSD5 validate the
activation status of “All Info Objects”.
You will notice 40 objects are active.

Screenshot
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Steps / Comments

Screenshot

10. In transaction SICF activate the
following nodes:
/sap/bw/ina
/sap/bw/Mime
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ENTERPRISE SEARCH RESET

If you have made a system copy to build your sandbox system or your system was refreshed, it is
possible Enterprise Search has been activated. If this is the case, we recommend you reset the
implementation of Enterprise Search to ensure correct execution of the following activation steps.
Steps / Comments
1.

Screenshot

Login with user FIORIADM, run transaction
STC01, search for task list SAP_ESH_RESET
and click on the button “Generate Task List
Run”

**Icons may differ depending on your SAP GUI version
2.

Click on the parameters button for task “Reset
Enterprise Search to Initial State”

3.

Activate both checkboxes and Save your
variant.
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Steps / Comments
4.

Screenshot

Run the task list in background mode and wait
for the successful execution.

**Icons may differ depending on your SAP GUI version
5.

You can continue with the following preparation
steps while this task is running in background.
To get back to the current task list run, use
transaction STC02, enter the task list name and
user ID FIORIADM and execute.

6.

Upon successful execution you will find
Enterprise Search has been set to initial state
message in the task list run.
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ENTERPRISE SEARCH SETUP

In this step you will execute the Embedded Search configuration through task list:
• SAP_ESH_INITIAL_SETUP_WRK_CLIENT

Steps / Comments
1.

Screenshot

Navigate to transaction STC01 and
generate a task list run for task list:

SAP_ESH_INITIAL_SETUP_WRK_CLIENT

2.

Confirm the manual activities by
clicking on the
icon and
selecting the “Confirm” button
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Steps / Comments
3.

Activate the checkbox for step “Set
TREX Destination or SAP HANA
DB Connection” and use the
default configuration setting - Use
SAP HANA Primary DB
Connection: DEFAULT

4.

Enter parameters in step “Select
Models to Create Connectors”

Screenshot

Software Component: SAPAPPLH
Activate checkbox: SELECT ALL MODELS

5.

If software component does not
appear in the list, enter the value
manually.
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Steps / Comments
6.

Screenshot

Execute Task List Run in
background and wait until process
is complete.
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FIORI AND GATEWAY BASIC SETUP

In this step you will execute the Fiori and Gateway basic configuration through task list:
• SAP_GW_FIORI_ERP_ONE_CLNT_SETUP

By doing this you ensure the following steps are covered:
• Gateway activation
• Backend connection and System Alias definition
• Fiori Launchpad Services activation
Steps / Comments
1.

In your system, create 1 new
customizing transport request and
1 new workbench transport
request in transaction SE10

2.

In transaction SE80, create a new
package and assign it to your
recently created workbench request:

Screenshot

Package: ZFIORI_CONFIG
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Steps / Comments
3.

Screenshot

Run transaction STC01, and
generate a new Task List run for
object:

SAP_GW_FIORI_ERP_ONE_CLNT_SETUP

4.

You only need to configure the
steps where you can see the
parameter icon:

5.

In step Report
/IWFND/R_COF_VIRUS_PROFILE
- SAP Gateway Virus Scan Profile
Configuration you can decide to
switch off the virus scan option if it is
not required.
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Steps / Comments
6.

Activate batch parallelization and
set the maximum number of Parallel
Requests to Zero (0), this means it
only depends on current system
resources

7.

Ensure you assign your customizing
and workbench requests in steps:

•

Create/Select Customizing
Request
Create/Select Workbench
Request

•

8.

In step “Activate Gateway OData
Services for Launchpad
(/IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE)”
assign prefix and your custom
package:

•
•

Prefix: Z
Package: ZFIORI_CONFIG

Screenshot
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Steps / Comments
9.

Screenshot

In step Schedule job for
calculation of SAPUI5
Application Index, schedule index
job calculation every 30 minutes.

10. In step Schedule job to update
caching of odata metadata,
schedule job run every 1 Hour

11. In step Set SAP System Alias, use
the default values and ensure the
hostname and port are setup
correctly.

You can find your hostname and port
details in transaction SMICM
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Steps / Comments

Screenshot

12. Uncheck the step:
•

Set transport options for to be
activated OData Services

13. Once all settings have been
defined, schedule task list run in
background mode.

14. Once task list run is concluded,
check the correct execution of all
the task list nodes.

15. You can now test the access to the
Fiori Launchpad through transaction
/UI2/FLP.
16. You can play around with the
launchpad and familiarize with the
Me Area

**At this moment you have not yet
assigned any apps to the Fiori Launchpad,
so you cannot interact with any Fiori app.
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RUNNING FIORI LAUNCHPAD FOUNDATION

Starting in 1709, SAP has delivered the Rapid Activation for Fiori Content. To make this successfully
work you first need to run the new task list SAP_FIORI_FOUNDATION_S4 which will help you
with:
• Activation of ICF Nodes and ODATA services required for WebGUI and other generic SAP Fiori
launchpad features
• Initialization of Classical Content (WebGUI & WDA Apps)
• Generation of working SAP Fiori launchpad user & admin roles including composite roles

By running the foundation tasklist you ensure the following requirements are covered:
• End User access to Fiori Launchpad and basic usage of Classical Content
• Creation of basic Fiori Launchpad usage roles
Steps / Comments

1.

In transaction SNOTE,
implement the following
automatic note

2.

Execute a new task list run for
SAP_FIORI_FOUNDATION_S4
using transaction STC01

3.

In the first step “Create / Select
Workbench Request” enter the
workbench request you created
earlier and save your changes

Screenshot

•

2712785
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4.

In the first step “Create / Select
Customizing Request” enter
the customizing request you
created earlier and save your
changes

5.

In step Set transport options
for to be activated OData
Services enter the following
data:

Prefix: Z
Package: ZFIORI_CONFIG
Enter your own customizing and
workbench requests

6.

In step “Generate Fiori
Foundation Roles” use default
values and save the variant
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7.

In the following steps:

•

Configure FLP for SAP Easy
Access Menu
(/UI2/FLP_SYS_CONF)
Configure FLP for
Notifications
(/UI2/FLP_SYS_CONF)
Set Fiori 3 as default theme
(/UI2/NWBC_CFG_SAP)

•
•

Activate the checkbox to overwrite
existing settings
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Steps / Comments
8.

Run the task list. While running
the step “Replicate Backend
Catalog for System Aliases” you
may find some warning related to
system aliases which you can
ignore.

9.

Task list run should conclude
successfully.

Screenshot

10. You can now add custom role
Z_FIORI_FOUNDATION_ADMIN
to the user FIORIADM and logon
to the Fiori Launchpad and test
App Finder functionality.
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SAP FIORI CONTENT ACTIVATION

In this exercise we will explain how to activate Fiori apps in a quick and easy manner by making use of
Task Lists and reports that help you accelerate the technical implementation of Fiori Apps.
For this set of instructions we will provide a set of SAP Fiori roles to understand some of the possible
errors you can face while going through the technical activation of SAP Fiori Apps.
Steps / Comments
1.

Log in to the system and run
transaction SACM
Perform
Initial Load
Run Now

2.

Monitor the execution of job
R_ACM_XPRA_INITIAL_LOAD

Screenshot

Running the Initial Load ensures CDS
metadata is up to date minimizing OData
activation errors
3.

Log in to the system with user
FIORIADM and execute transaction
STC01.
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4.

Choose task list
SAP_FIORI_CONTENT_ACTIVATION
and select the option “Generate new
task list run”

5.

You will now need to obtain the list of
roles to be activated. To easily obtain
these roles navigate to the Business
Role section in the aggregated selection
screen in Fiori Apps Library. You may
easily select all contents in the table and
export them to excel.

For the purpose of this exercise we recommend
activating a limited number of roles as
6.

Activate step Enter list of SAP
Business Roles to be activated
(optional) and enter the following list of
roles:

Notice that following this approach you may
potentially activate all apps in the system
SAP_BR_PROJ_FIN_CONTROLLER
SAP_BR_PROJ_LOG_CONTROLLER
SAP_BR_ADMIN_APR_FICA
SAP_BR_APR_ACCOUNTANT_FICA
SAP_BR_COLL_SPECIALIST_FICA
SAP_BR_BUYER
SAP_BR_ANALYTICS_SPECIALIST
SAP_BR_BUSINESS_PROCESS_SP
EC
SAP_BR_PURCHASING_MANAGER
SAP_BR_PURCHASER

Be aware that Fiori Apps library is updated regularly and there
could be some errors in the content. If this is the case, simply
remove the roles that are listed with error
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7.

In step Set transport options for to
be activated OData Services define
Prefix, Package, Customizing and
Workbench requests for the activated
OData Services.

Prefix: Z
Package: ZFIORI_CONFIG

Notice that following this approach you may
potentially activate all apps in the system

8.

Review task “Activate OData
Services” option Co-Deployed should
be disabled. Use the default Alias

**NOTE – Despite the option for Co-Deployed
selection is disabled, by default, all services
will be activated in Co-deployed mode except
for TaskProcessing service for which the
alias defined in the screen will be used.

9.

In step Generate new Business Roles
with Prefix define a prefix to generate
new business role (default value is: Z)

10. Activate checkbox for task “Create
Users with generated Business
Roles”
Note that by running this step you will create
a dialog user for each of the selected roles in
the system
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11. Enter the details to create a
FXXX_DEMO user:
User Prefix: F
User Type: A (Dialog)
Define Initial Password
Self-Register: Active
Add. Role Assignment:
Z_FIORI_FOUNDATION_USER

12. Before running the task list. Double
check the steps in note 2834415. In this
case you need to run a specific report
to prevent an error during activation as
you have selected business roles:
SAP_BR_PROJ_FIN_CONTROLLER
SAP_BR_PROJ_LOG_CONTROLLER
NOTE 2249880 HINTS:

13. To avoid errors while activating role
SAP_BR_PURCHASER you will need
to implement SAP Note 2823473

NOTE 2823473 HINT:
Create new message 156 for message class /SMB/RUNTIME_CORE

Apply automatic corrections
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14. For the following roles you need to
implement SAP Note 2845531
SAP_BR_ADMIN_APR_FICA
SAP_BR_APR_ACCOUNTANT_FICA
SAP_BR_COLL_SPECIALIST_FICA

NOTE 2845531 HINTS:
Apply automatic corrections

15. Run the task list in the background.
16. Execution will stop in step Activate
OData Services
(/IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE) due to
issues with the following services
PS_PROJFIN_MNTR_SRV
MD_PRODUCT_OP_SRV
MD_C_PRODUCT_MAINTAIN_SRV
You can omit errors for these services:
MD_PRODUCT_OP_SRV
MD_C_PRODUCT_MAINTAIN_SRV

17. For service PS_PROJFIN_MNTR_SRV
you will need to activate additional
OData services. To perform this, in
transaction STC01 run task list:
SAP_GATEWAY_ACTIVATE_ODATA_SERV
Activate the following tasks:
Define OData Services for Activation
Select Processing Mode / System Alias for
Activation
Select OData Services for Activation
Configure the following values:
Prefix: Z
Package: ZFIORI_CONFIG
Processing Mode: Co-deployed
Customizing / Workbench request
OData Services:
C_COMPANYCODEVALUEHELPPROJ_CDS
C_CONTROLLINGAREAVH_CDS
C_COSTCATEGORYVH_CDS
C_COSTCTRVALUEHELP_CDS
C_GLACCOUNTVALUEHELP_CDS
C_PRFTCTRVALHELP_CDS
C_PROJECTVH_CDS
C_WBSELEMENTVH_CDS
C_PROJECTMANAGERVH_CDS
C_SEMANTICTAGVALUEHELP_CDS
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18. Resume task list in background mode.
It should finish successfully.
19. To obtain the name of the custom
business roles that were created, click
on the log for step Generate new
Business Roles with Prefix and select
the option Summary Roles (click
icon).

20. You can download the list of generated
roles

21. On step “Generate new business
roles with prefix” the task list may stop
with errors. This is expected as some of
the standard roles do not contain
authorizations

22. Click on the Role Summary Icon and
download the list of the custom created
roles
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23. You can manually review the activation
and system alias assignments in
transaction
/n/IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE by
selecting one of the services in the list,
for example, filter the list for the OData
service name:
CV_ATTACHMENT_SRV

**ICF Node status should be set to green and
System Alias assignment should be blank as
you are using Co-deployed Mode.
24. To review the users, search for them in
transaction SU01. You will notice one
user has been created per custom role.
You can now test logging to the
launchpad with each of the users and
ensure you perform a user comparison.

**Once you logon with any of the demo users
you may notice issues with the apps as you
may be missing authorizations or additional
functional configuration may be required,
however, at this point, the technical
activation of Fiori objects has concluded

You have concluded the technical activation of SAP Fiori in your SAP S/4HANA 1909 system.
Enjoy!
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